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For any parts enquiries, please contact AV Supply Group as below: New Zealand  P 64 9 274 9172   E  info@avsupply.co.nz
Australia    P 61 3 9071 4585  E   info@avsupplygroup.com.au



(O)Tempered Glass
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Place foot pads(W) on the bottom of the 
base(O) at the corners
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(W)Foot pads 4

L

(M)TV Plate

(Q)M6 Nut

(S)M6x40 Bolt

(T)D6 Washer(h)

(U)Level
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Z

(P)Support Column 1

(R)Metal Pad 1

(L)M6x25 Bolt 3

(X)Plastic cover 1

(Y)Plastic cover 1

(Z)Paper spacer 1

If you find the support column(P) is not in the correct direction
please see figure 1.1 above. Loosen M6x25 screws(L), adjust the
support to the correct direction then tighten screws again
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(V)Wrench 1

Q

Connecting TV plate to support column
by using M6x40 screws and supporting
with D6 washer and M6 nut,please see
above. Use the bubble level and put it on the TV wall plate. Make sure the 

bubble is horizontal and level while installing. If the TV wall plate 
is not level, please adjust the four M6 nuts until it is level.
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(J)Wire Clip 2
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(A)M4x16 Bolt

(B)M4x30 Bolt

(C)M6x16 Bolt

(D)M6x30 Bolt

(E)M8x16 Bolt

(F)M8x45 Bolt 4

(N)Monitor Bracket

4(G)Spacer

(H)  8.5x18x5 Washer 8

H/I

First, make sure the diameter of the bolt(A-F) fits your TV. Then, please see the diagram above. You will need to thread the 
bolt into the TV using the correct spacer(G) and washer(H or I) if necessary. Please make sure the monitor brackets are vertically 
centered and level with each other

Attaching wire clips (J)

J

N

G

A to F

(I)  8.5x18x10 Washer 8
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(K) Safety lock 2

Place safety lock at the appointed 
position. then tighten screws.

Safety
 lock

Height adjustable vertical bracket

The first choice  �The second choice

If you find your TV set is too close to the base, 
please take the screen off from the stand. 
Then, change to the second choice. Allows more space between TV and base 
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